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Tiroler Roulette Twister Roulette

Tiroler Roulette das Kreiselspiel, ein Unterhaltungsspiel mit Maßen 19,5 x 19,5 x 3,5 cm, Twister Roulette samanea wooden game 

Tyrolean Roulette is a game of chance, which is suitable for children from 6 years. The instructions are very easy and the game
itself is quickly explained. First, the colored balls are placed in the middle of the game board. After that, the players alternately turn
the gyro clockwise, which pushes the balls into the different holes (if you are lucky). When the top stops spinning, write down the
sum of the number of holes in which the balls are rolled. Different colors of the balls result in different properties. Red balls count as
minus points. Green balls count twice and natural balls count once. 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Sales price 30,00 €
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ManufacturerKnobelholz.de 

Description Tyrolean roulette game instructions
In Tyrolean Roulette, the goal is to get the highest possible number of points by turning the spinning top on the game disc and thus
win the game. The game instructions only explain which points are counted twice and which points you have to subtract.Tyrolean
roulette consists of a game disc, a spinning top and 6 balls, each with a blue ball and a red ball. These are particularly important
according to the game instructions.

Place the balls in the middle of the game disc. Then a certain number of points is agreed which is to be achieved. Alternatively, you
can also set a number of rounds and add up the points achieved to determine the winner.

Play according to the instructions

    To play Tyrolean Roulette according to the game instructions, let the youngest player start. This takes the spinning top and
places it in the middle of the game disc.
   
    Then this is rotated. This rotation pushes the balls into the individual holes. There are different points at these holes.

    According to the game instructions of Tyrolean Roulette, the white balls should be calculated easily, the number of red balls is
doubled and the number of blue balls is subtracted.

    Balls that fall off the game disc must not be used again and are not counted. When a player has pushed all the balls into the
holes, they are given the opportunity to turn the top again.

    In the end, the number of points is determined by adding up and subtracting the points and the next player turns the top. The
winner is whoever reached the agreed number of points first, or who has the highest number of points at the end of the agreed
rounds.
 

Units in box: 1 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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